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An experiment that began 2.8 billion years ago is about to endÃ¢â‚¬Â¦Seb Varden is starting to get

used to life as a World Walker. With a body full of alien nanotechnology, the ability to travel

anywhere instantly and - most surprising of all - a steady relationship with Meera Patel, things are

finally looking up.Until Seb has his first blackout, starts meeting aliens and discovers a plan that

threatens the entire human race. And, of course, Mason, the most dangerous Manna user, picks

this particular moment to come after him and Meera.Scariest of all, Seb is learning his

transformation into a World Walker is far from completeÃ¢â‚¬Â¦Monkeys, aliens, technology,

parallel universes, music, psychopaths, A.I., a magic tech spider, The Unmaking Engine has it all,

including the explanation of how all life on earth began. Did I mention monkeys?The Unmaking

Engine is book 2 in the The World Walker Series. The World Walker is a Kindle bestseller.

HereÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s what some readers had to say about it:Ã¢â‚¬Å“does a fantastic job at capturing

you from page one and never letting go, even after the story concludesÃ¢â‚¬Â•Ã¢â‚¬Å“Good taut

science fantasy with characters who you come to care aboutÃ¢â‚¬Â•Ã¢â‚¬Å“The pacing of the

book was excellent, I couldn't put it downÃ¢â‚¬Â•Ã¢â‚¬Å“This has it all, magic, mayhem, aliens, sci

fi, super tech, knife fights, romance and loss, what a belter of a read, I haven't been this hooked on

a book for ages ! You won't be able to put it downÃ¢â‚¬Â•
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I loved world walker,i almost didn't buy it because I don't really read a lot of Sci fi. But I was bored

and desperate for something to read since I was on a trip with nothing to do in between stops. It

sucked me right in but had a few flaws... Namely the random point of view swaps early in the book

with no warning.The unmaking engine continues the story of Seb Varden. It was an engaging and

solid read that brought the storyline from the fist book to a neat conclusion. The point of view jumps

disappeared thankfully as well! I did feel that a lot of the drama and suspense from the first book

was lost in this one.. I would have liked to see a slower progression of Seb's abilities that allowed

him to maintain what made the first book so special. But what's done is done, and while this book

could easily conclude the story it also sets the stage for more discovery and could easily heighten

the experience.Overall if you enjoyed the first book I would recommend this one. Mr. Sainsbury....

Keep writing!

Book 2 - knocked out of the park. This story goes a few places you would expect but dozens of

places you couldn't have imagined.This has all of the things I loved about the first book but both the

characters and the storyline take us on a much more intricate and exciting ride. So much so that

even as an Audible listener, I simply couldn't wait for the third book to be recorded. I was happy to

listen to the radio instead of a book on my long commutes if it meant I got to keep playing around in

this author's world while at home.While I would love to tell you more, I refuse to post spoilers

(because writing "spoiler alert" only makes jump directly to the spoiler - I'm so weak)

this is a very promising author.... i enjoyed the 1st book very much, & still enjoyed much of the

second. However, the author has an off-putting tendency to branch out & chase mental rabbits

down obscure & obtusely tangled paths. it would be much better if a lot of that dense brush had

been cleared away.this novel kind of reminded me of "Stranger in a Strange Land", only with the

reverse story arc of the main character. By the end of the book, Seb had become so totally devoid

of humanity that i lost all interest in what became of him

The first book in series made me somewhat hopeful. The theme remains interesting. The execution

is somewhat sloppy. Additionally, the main character, that in previous book kept me interested in



him, in this book is plainly irritating.If I were to summarise it, it would be "just a bit more than in

previous book" which fell far below my expectations.

A sometimes hard to understand series of books beamed on extraterrestrial rationale for human life.

Seb's ability to travel anywhere on earth makes him difficult to out manuver.

I could not put down this book. It was so mysterious but flowed so naturally. I loved the ideas

presented in this story, especially the idea of an unmaking engine. Lots of deep thoughts and ideas.

I could not guess the outcome, which always fascinates me. Can't wait for book 3!

There isn't much I can say that will do these stories justice. I am a huge fan of these books. The

second may have taken less time to write, but wow was it amazing. You can tell the author puts his

soul into these stories and it definitely shows. I'm very much looking forward to the next story. If you

are looking for an adventure, pick up this series. You will not be disappointed

The writing...the ideas felt bailed together not woven into a cohesive whole.I had to force myself to

push through it.I suspected this might happen give the turn in the story telling of the first book.
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